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05/02/06 TT No.171: Paul Roth - Maldon Town (Ryman League Premier 

Division)  

Maldon Town vs. Worthing; Ryman League Premier Division; Sat 4th February 2006; 

Res: 2-0; Attendance: 121; Entry: £8; 44-page programme - £2.  

With a few choices open to me I plumped for Maldon Town today as it was long 

overdue that I visit the not so new ground, in Park Drive, having visited the old 

Fambridge Road ground back in 1993.  

The day started badly with a serious accident on the M2 and this put my timing 

back by almost an hour and a half but of course this pale’s into insignificance when 

you know someone has been seriously "hurt." There for the grace of God. Anyhow I 

still had enough time to travel past Maldon itself and visit a couple of pubs picked 

from the GBG, The Chequers at Goldhanger being particularly noteworthy.  

Arriving at the ground 30 mins before kick-off, I paid £8 for entry and £2 for the 

44-page programme, a large tome that flattered to deceive being very top heavy 

on adverts.  

The arena is typical of so many new builds with a small seated stand on the far 

side and a small covered terrace to the left as one enters. There is no other cover 

and just hard standing all round. The clubhouse is on the right and as it is so new 

lacks any character, this of course being my own personal view. I felt if my visit to 

Park Drive had been for a Vase quarter final tie against a northern side, I would 

have come away thinking what a nice venue this was but for a Ryman Premier 

League fixture I was hugely disappointed. By the end of the afternoon I was even 

questioning the Lux value of the floodlights as they seemed to make little 

impression in the gathering gloaming!!!  

From all of this, no doubt, the reader can gather the match itself was a pretty 

dour affair. The first half was spent by both sets of players aimlessly booting the 

ball up and down the pitch but at least Maldon did somehow manage to hit the 

crossbar! To my utter astonishment one Worthing supporter I overheard actually 

thought what a cracking first half it had been. No, surely not!  

Tea taken from the modest catering pavilion, the second half got under way and 

was in truth better than the first....it had to be. Surprisingly Maldon took the lead 

from a close-range header and added a second and ultimate match clincher, from 

the penalty mark when a mazy run from the no 8 ended with him being hacked 

down in the box. Worthing contributed very little as the match petered out into a 

welcome win for the struggling Essex side.  

All in all, a gloomy game played on a gloomy February day.  

FGIF rating: 2*.  
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